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Find The Error Questions for IBPS PO Pre, IBPS 
SO Pre, IBPS Clerk, LIC AAO, SBI PO Pre and SBI 
Clerk exams 

Find The Error Quiz 63 

Directions: The given sentence has been broken up into four different parts. The error, 

if any, will be in any one part of the sentence. Select the option which contains the 

part of the sentence which has an error (spelling, grammatical or contextual). If there 

is no error, choose option E. 

(1).  The previous RBI directive was (A) / silent on whether data (B) / can be processed abroad 

or (C) / should only be done locally. (D) / No error (E) 

 (A).   The previous RBI directive was 

 (B).   silent on whether data 

 (C).   can be processed abroad or 

 (D).   should only be done locally. 

 (E).   No error 

 (2).  While the public healthcare mechanism stutters, (A) / the charges in the chick (B) / private 
facilities are (C) / frightfully exorbitant. (D) / No error (E) 

 (A).   While the public healthcare mechanism stutters, 

 (B).   the charges in the chick 

 (C).   private facilities are 

 (D).   frightfully exorbitant. 

 (E).   No error 

(3).  In the last 50 years, June rainfall has been (A) / worst only in 2014 and in 2009, (B) / when 
farmers were ravaged by (C) / the worst drought in 37 years. (D) / No error (E) 

 (A).   In the last 50 years, June rainfall has been 

 (B).   worst only in 2014 and in 2009, 

 (C).   when farmers were ravaged by 

 (D).   the worst drought in 37 years. 

 (E).   No error 



 

 

(4).  India wants more stringent (A) / data storage rules so it can (B) / good access data and 
conduct (C) / investigations when the need arises. (D) / No error (E) 

 (A).   India wants more stringent 

 (B).   data storage rules so it can 

 (C).   better access data and conduct 

 (D).   investigations when the need arises. 

 (E).   No error 

(5).  Most Indian space startups are hopeful that (A) / parliament will pass a long-pending 
space law, (B) / which will give clarity on how (C) / private companies can operate in the 
sector. (D) / No error (E) 

 (A).   Most Indian space startups are hopeful that 

 (B).   parliament will pass a long-pending space law, 

 (C).   which will give clarity on how 

 (D).   private companies can operate in the sector. 

 (E).   No error 

(6).  The trade disputes have lead to (A) / higher tariffs by the two countries (B) / and created 

unease over (C) / the depth of their security alliance. (D) / No error (E) 

 (A).   The trade disputes have lead to 

 (B).   higher tariffs by the two countries 

 (C).   and created unease over 

 (D).   the depth of their security alliance. 

 (E).   No error 

(7).  The differences between American (A) / companies and India have (B) / further fuelled 

trade tensions (C) / among New Delhi and Washington. (D) / No error (E) 

 (A).   The differences between American 

 (B).   companies and India have 

 (C).   further fuelled trade tensions 

 (D).   among New Delhi and Washington. 

 (E).   No error 



 

 

(8).  We also found out that peoples’ (A) / existing beliefs and opinions (B) / greatly influenced 

how they (C) / judged the credibility of images. (D) / No error (E) 

 (A).   We also found out that peoples’ 

 (B).   existing beliefs and opinions 

 (C).   greatly influenced how they 

 (D).   judged the credibility of images. 

 (E).   No error 

(9).  India’s economy, which grew at its slowest (A) / in more than four years over the January-

March quarter, (B) / isn’t in any condition to take a (C) / big hit from a poor monsoon. (D) / 

No error (E) 

 (A).   India’s economy, which grew at its slowest 

 (B).   in more than four years over the January-March quarter, 

 (C).   isn’t in any condition to take a 

 (D).   big hit from a poor monsoon. 

 (E).   No error 

(10).  We see citizens who are quiet (A) / irresponsible and continue (B) / to go jogging (C) / 

between midday and 2pm. (D) / No error (E) 

 (A).   We see citizens who are quiet 

 (B).   irresponsible and continue 

 (C).   to go jogging 

 (D).   between midday and 2pm 

 (E).   No error 
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Correct answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

E B B C E A D A E A 

 

Explanations: 

 

(1).  The sentence is absolutely correct and thus has no error in it. 

 Hence, option E is the correct answer. 

 

(2).  The error is in fragment B. The word ‘chick’ which means ‘a young bird’ is incorrect in this 

context. 

 The correct expression in this context is ‘chic’ which means ‘elegant and stylish’. 

 The correct sentence would therefore be: 

 While the public healthcare mechanism stutters, the charges in the chic private 

facilities are frightfully exorbitant. 

 Hence, option B is the correct answer. 

 

(3).  The error is in fragment B. The comparative degree of ‘worst’ should be used here as the 

June rainfall has been compared. 

 So ‘worse’ should be used instead of ‘worst’ in order to make the sentence correct. 

 The correct sentence would therefore be: 

 In the last 50 years, June rainfall has been worse only in 2014 and in 2009, when farmers 

were ravaged by the worst drought in 37 years. 

 Hence, option B is the correct answer. 

 

(4).  The error is in fragment C. The comparative degree of ‘good’ should be used here. 

 So ‘better’ should be used instead of ‘good’ in order to make the sentence correct. 

 The correct sentence would therefore be: 

 India wants more stringent data storage rules so it can better access data and conduct 

investigations when the need arises. 

 Hence, option C is the correct answer. 



 

 

(5).  The sentence is absolutely correct and thus has no error in it. 

 Hence, option E is the correct answer. 

 

(6).  The fragment A of the sentence is erroneous. The past perfect tense has been used. 

Hence, the past form ‘led’ should be used instead of ‘lead’. 

 The correct sentence would therefore be: 

 The trade disputes have led to higher tariffs by the two countries and created unease 

over the depth of their security alliance. 

 Hence, option A is the correct answer. 

 

(7).  The fragment D of the sentence is erroneous. The preposition ‘between’ is used to refer to 

two individuals whereas the preposition ‘among’ is used to refer to more than two 

individuals. 

 Hence, the preposition ‘between’ must be used instead of ‘among’ in order to make the 

sentence correct. 

 The correct sentence would therefore be: 

 The differences between American companies and India have further fuelled trade 

tensions between New Delhi and Washington. 

 Hence, option D is the correct answer. 

 

(8).  The error is in fragment A. The noun “people” is already plural and adding an “s” would 

make it incorrect. Apostrophe should be applied at the end of the word in order to show 

possession in case of plural nouns. 

 “people’s’” should be used instead of “peoples’” in order to make the sentence correct. 

 The correct sentence would therefore be: 

 We also found out that people’s existing beliefs and opinions greatly influenced 

how they judged the credibility of images 

 Hence, option A is the correct answer. 

 



 

 

(9).  The sentence is absolutely correct and thus has no error in it. 

 Hence, option E is the correct answer. 

 

(10).  The error is in fragment A. The word ‘quiet’ which means ‘silent’ is incorrect in this 

context. 

 The correct expression in this context is ‘quite’ which means ‘completely’. 

 The correct sentence would therefore be: 

 We see citizens who are quite irresponsible and continue to go jogging between midday 

and 2pm. 

 Hence, option A is the correct answer. 
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